Charles Albert Falkenham (Albie)
Born: 1944
Albie is the oldest of 7 children. He stayed with his grandparents in the
CapeGeorge lighthouse until 1951. Then he moved in with his parents at Ballantynes
Cove. Albie was named after his grandfather, who originally came from Lunenburg.
His grandfather moved to Denbury, Connecticut and became a chauffeur for a doctor
named Mr. Kimble. While working for the doctor, Albie’s grandfather met his future wife.
Albie’s grandmother was working as a housekeeper for the same doctor. They were
married in Connecticut and had only one child together, who was Albie’s father, Charles
Kimble Falkenham. He was named after the doctor and Albie’s grandfather.
The newly-married couple moved to Halifax. From there, Albie’s grandfather went
overseas to fight in World War One leaving his wife behind. In 1917, Albie’s
grandmother survived the Halifax Explosion. Albie’s grandfather achieved the Queen’s
medal for his military service in the war.
In 1919, he was offered a job at the Cape George lighthouse. He was taking over for
Alec Lauchie MacEachern, who was the second lighthouse keeper (1898 – 1919).
Albie’s grandfather had to keep the lighthouse going every six hours by winding it with a
cable. The light ticked away like a clock. It would be lit at 6:00 PM. Albie remembers
helping his grandfather carry barrels of kerosene up the stairs to the light. Then he
would watch his grandfather wind the cable. His grandfather would set his alarm clock
to 12:00 AM and wind the light again. Sometimes the wind was so bad; Albie’s
grandfather would have to crawl on his hands and knees to the lighthouse. That’s why it
had two doors in case the wind was bad on one side, you could get in on the other side.
The light had to be turned off at 6:00 AM and the lens had to be cleaned and covered.
The lens was so strong, that if it wasn’t covered, it would cause field fires. His
grandfather would spend four to six hours cleaning. Everything had to be spotless. The
inspectors would come by car, but send a letter first to let them know they were coming.
The lighthouse, oil house, and dwelling house had to be painted every year and the
lighthouse had to be very clean. If Albie’s grandfather was sick, then the assistant
lighthouse keeper, who was Albie’s father, took over. Albie’s grandmother would do a lot
of cooking and housework.
They had one of the few radios in the area and, as a result, they used to get a lot of
visitors. When visitors came to listen to fights and hockey games on the radio, Albie’s
grandmother would always have a pot of soup on ready for them. They used to have a
windmill to power the radio.
Supplies for the winter came by ship in the fall. His grandfather used to keep in touch
with the ships through Morse code. There was a crane at the bottom of the lighthouse to
lift up the supplies to the lighthouse. The supplies were flour, paint, cleaning supplies,
and food supplies that could not be grown or obtained in the area. His grandfather had a
barn 70-80 feet long. In it were cows for milk, and chickens. The mail used to come
almost every day because of the post office at the Cape.
Albie’s grandfather was the lighthouse keeper for 33 years and during those years,
there was only one ship wreck which was caused by bad weather. The name of the

ship was the Emperor of St. John. It was docked at the wharf waiting for the bad
weather to end. The ship was heading to Guysborough with supplies. The Emperor
heard of another ship that got through the storm, so decided to chance it but only got as
far as the lighthouse and crashed.
There is still a lighthouse at Cape George which is visited by many local people and
tourists today. The ground for the lighthouse was picked because it stuck out over the
Northumberland Strait. Albie said that there was never an erosion problem because it
was placed on top of solid rock. The first lighthouse keeper was Donald Collend in
1898. He ran the first lighthouse which burnt. The second lighthouse was built in 1898
with the new lighthouse keeper, Alec Lauchie MacEachern. He finished in 1919 when
Albie’s grandfather took over. The fourth and final lighthouse keeper was William
Clarke. Electricity took over after him. The first tourist promoter for the lighthouse was
Albert Whidden. Albert used to take down tourists from town usually on Sundays to visit
the lighthouse. As early as 1951, Albie remembers people coming from town and taking
pictures from that lighthouse catwalk. Today, you’re not allowed inside the lighthouse,
but the view is still spectacular. Albie is still surprised by the number of cars you can see
at the lighthouse today.

